
 

 

FUTURE OF THE MUNICIPAL FOREST RESERVE 

          WORKING GROUP  

MEETING NOTES 

 

Date:   Wednesday March 11, 2020 

Time:  5:30 – 8:30PM PST 

Location:  Maple Bay Fire Hall  

Attending: 

Erik Lees, Rebecca Anderson (Lees + Associates - ELAC); 

Megan Jordan, Shaun Mason (District of North Cowichan - DNC);  

Paul Tataryn, Larry McIntosh, Margaret Symon, Caroline Deary (attending for Bruce Coates), Sally Leigh 

Spencer, Michael Petereit (Mike), Roger Wiles, Sharon Horsburgh, Marilyn Palmer, Robert Fullerton, Rhonda 

Hittinger, Deb Savory Wright, Rick Martinson, Dan Williams (Working Group – WG) 

Regrets: Bruce Coates, Susan Derby 

Purpose of Meeting:  To introduce working group members to Lees + Associates who will be facilitating the 
engagement on the Future of North Cowichan’s Municipal Forest Reserve, to review terms of reference and 

responsibilities of the working group and review the proposed engagement plan.  

Issues Discussed:  

#  ITEM ACTION 

 Agenda  

 Time constraints past 7:30PM? – Will check in at 7:30PM EL 

1 Introductions  

a Lees + Associates (ELAC) – Erik Lees (EL), Principal; Rebecca Anderson (RA), Associate  

ELAC specialises in engagement, land management, planning, and landscape 

architecture.  

ELAC will facilitate working group and chair meetings.   
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Regrets: Megan Turnock and Eileen Finn from ELAC – Both have been working with the 

District of North Cowichan to develop and roll out and the engagement plan for the 
future of the Municipal Forest Reserve 

b District of North Cowichan (DNC) - Megan Jordan (MJ) – Manager of Communications 

and Public Engagement; Shaun Mason (SM) – Municipal Forester  

DNC staff are in attendance to answer council and policy related questions and support 

the Lees team.  

 

c Working Group (WG) – Paul Tataryn, Larry McIntosh, Margaret Symon, Caroline Deary, 

Sally Leigh Spencer, Michael Petereit (Mike), Roger Wiles, Sharon Horsburgh, Marilyn 

Palmer, Robert Fullerton, Rhonda Hittinger, Deb Savory Wright, Rick Martinson, Dan 
Williams 

Each group member introduced themselves and described their interest in 

participating in the working group, their professional affiliations and interests.  

 

2  Time keeping and note taking    

 

a Sharon Horsburgh (SH) volunteered to be a timekeeper for the first working group 

meeting.  

 

 

b EL went over the note taking process and discussed the use and availability of working 

group meeting minutes to the public.  

The minutes will not be verbatim, but rather are intended to capture overarching and 

important issues that are discussed within the working group. Outcomes and action 

items will be recorded in the minutes. Names will generally not be attached to 

comments.  

Working Group summary notes will be posted on the District of North Cowichan’s 

Website following each meeting and may be accessed by the public. 

Q: Can the notes be circulated to the working group for approval before they are 

published?  

A: ELAC will do their best to capture and summarize the main points discussed during 

the working group and circulate the minutes to the working group in a timely manner. 

The working group is welcome to comment on the minutes, however, for brevity and 
efficiency and to avoid bias it may be best to avoid a “group writing” of the minutes.  

 

3  Terms of Reference  
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a EL reiterated the importance of creating a respectful and collaborative working 

environment in which a diversity of views and opinions are heard.  

EL went over the expectations and responsibilities outlined in the Terms of Reference 

(available on DNC’s website). All in attendance agreed to the Terms of Reference. 

EL described the level of commitment expected of working group members and 

stressed the importance of attending the meetings whenever possible.  

EL reminded the group that they were selected as representatives of stakeholder 

groups, the general public and communities, and asked that working group members 

share information and outcomes of the meetings with their communities.  

 

b The working group selection process was discussed, and members of the working 

group brought forward questions from the larger community on this issue.  

Q: How were members of the WG determined?  

A: ELAC had input from UBC partnership group on the criteria and selection of the 

working group and was responsible for making the final selection of the working group. 
ELAC sought to select a gender balanced working group that represents a diversity in 

backgrounds and the opinions of the larger community of North Cowichan. 

Q: And were emails sent out inviting individuals to apply to be on the working group? 

A: An email was sent out to the broader list of approximately 50 stakeholders on a 

draft stakeholder list.  (EL note to group: a revised Stakeholder list will be attached to 
these minutes and as per our discussion, please let ELAC know if there are groups 

missing.)  

Q: Are any members of the working group being paid to attend the meetings?  

A: No.  

 

4  Privacy Protocols   

a EL brought forward the possibility of sharing the working groups’ names, emails, and 

affiliations with the public.  

The working group came to consensus that they are comfortable sharing their names 

and affiliations but that emails should be kept internal.  

The names of working group members will be published on the DNC’s website and will 

be included in a DNC press release about the Municipal Forest Reserve working group. 

The working group members will send two sentence summaries of who they are and 

who they represent to Rebecca at ELAC by end of day Friday March 13 th. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ALL 
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b The working group also discussed whether working group meetings should be open to 

the public. 

ELAC recommended that meetings remain private to avoid potential disruption and 

increase productivity, however, ELAC is looking to the working group to decide 
whether they would like the meetings to be open to the public- or not.  

Many members of the group stressed the importance of transparency and that it is 

important to have the trust of the community. Many members voiced that they are 

supportive of private meetings if it would increase productivity and minimize inhibition 

of opinions. Members voiced that they have a responsibility to keep the community 

informed and ensure that their concerns are heard.  

Most members agreed that private meetings are acceptable if the public has access to 

meeting minutes and has other opportunities to provide input throughout the 
engagement process (online surveys, public workshops, pop-ups and more).  

Many members agreed that a closed meeting would encourage productivity 

(particularly at the first few meetings), while other members voiced concern that 

public should be allowed to sit in and not directly participate in the discussion.  

I t was agreed that we would revisit this issue at the end of the meeting.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

c Q: Can audio recordings of the meetings be created and shared with the public?  

A: ELAC will look into the feasibility of recording working group meetings and the DNC 

hosting the recordings on their website and report back.  

Many of the members were supportive of recording the meeting minutes and making 

the recordings available to the public. Item will be tabled until DNC can report back on 

the feasibility of the recording working group meetings.  

 

 

 

EL/MJ 

d Concern about the DNC’s previous lack of transparency and opportunities for public 

participation throughout the engagement process was raised. Reference was made to 

the engagement that was done for the 2017 Parks and Trails Master Plan and the 

perception of a disconnect between the public input and the final report.  

 

e Q: What is the reporting out process? How will the minutes be used?  

A: The minutes will be circulated to the working group and shared publicly on the 

DNC’s website.  

 

f  Concern was raised that council has already set a direction for the Interim and Long-

Term Forest Management Plans, and that options for the interim plan are already 
being proposed without input from stakeholders. Some members were concerned 

that their recommendations would not be taken into consideration because a course 

has already been set.   
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ELAC and the DNC assured the working group that council has not set a direction for 

the Interim and Long-Term Forest Management Plans, and that the intention of this 
engagement process is to provide direction to UBC Partnership, who will be developing 

forest management scenarios that will be informed by the results of the engagement 

process to be included in the Interim and long-Term Management plans. 

g The working group agreed that this process must not only be transparent, but appear 

to be transparent.  

 

h Q: Why is the First Nations engagement and public engagement separate?  

While this process will take place concurrently, the DNC recognizes the right of 

indigenous self-governance, in accordance with the Province adopting Bill 41 
(UNDRIP). As a result, DNC intends to consult with all local First Nations that have 

traditional territory that overlaps with the MFR on a government to government level.   

 

i The working group discussed whether they consent to photography at the meetings. 

Some members felt that seeing photos of the group working would make the working 

group more transparent.  

Others wanted clarification on how the photos would be used.  

No consensus was reached on the subject but general agreement that “wide shots” of 

the group at work would be good documentation. Also, general agreement that these 
should not be used on social media.  

 

j The working group requested that ELAC’s PowerPoint slides used in this meeting be 

posted on the DNC’s website.  

ELAC will distribute the slide deck to the working group and ask the DNC to post it on 

their website.  

 

 

ELAC/DNC 

k The working group discussed how social media would be used to communicate 

information about what is happening at working group meetings.  

Some member expressed that social media messaging must be done carefully.  

The DNC will not be sharing photos of the working group without consent on social 

media platforms. News releases are to be shared on social media and may be picked 

up news release and contact WG members.  

Q: Should the group nominate a media spokesperson?  

The DNC advises that if a spokesperson was appointed, that it would be good to have 

a strategy around working group communications. No one volunteered to be the 
spokesperson.  
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No consensus was reached about appointing a spokesperson. This item will be tabled 

until next meeting. 

Q: Should the media be invited to our meetings?  

A: ELAC recommends that if the meetings are closed to the public, that they should 

also be closed to media.  

Concern was raised that if working group members names are published, then media 

will contact individual members. 

How will WG know when posts are made by DNC? ELAC/DNC to get back to the 

working group on how pertinent information will be communicated to the group.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ELAC/DNC 

5 Overview of Engagement Plan  

a EL gave an overview of the goals and intentions of the engagement on the future of 

the Municipal Forest Reserve.  

EL went over the timeline for engagement and discussed the methods and outreach 

strategies in the proposed engagement plan.  

The outreach strategies include: stakeholder interviews, Working Group meetings,  

pop-ups, online and phone surveys, tours of the forest, and public workshops.  

Two workshop events presently planned for April 30th and May 2nd  (EL: note to group: 

the COVID crisis will likely impact these events and dates.) 

A stakeholder group list was circulated to the working group, and ELAC asked the group 

to fill in any gaps in the list.  

 

b It was mentioned that the engagement timeline should include a description of the 

goals of engagement on the future of the Municipal Forest Reserve.  

 

c Q: How will the engagement results be collected and incorporated? 

A: ELAC is responsible for assembling all of the engagement feedback and providing 

that information to UBC Partnership that will be incorporated in to their technical 
analysis.   

Q: What techniques will ELAC use to determine the community’s values?  

A: Online survey to determine community values regarding the MFR, a phone survey  

done by the Mustel group (statistically valid); interviews with a stakeholders; the 

Working Group; pop up events; workshops will be a very robust engagement in the 
Valley. 

 

d Q: How were the stakeholders that will be interviewed chosen?   
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A: The Stakeholders were determined by ELAC with help from the UBC Partnership 

Group and the DNC to get best cross section of community as a whole.  

Q: Will the results of the stakeholder interviews be circulated with the working group?  

A: ELAC to report back, but EL mentioned that of the 6 or so interviews to date, none 

of  the participants had been asked or given their permission to publish the interview. 

EL also mentioned that in the 22 years of his consulting that interview notes were 
never published. A summary of the stakeholder interviews will be published in the final 

Interim and Long -Term Forest Managements Plans.  

Q: ELAC is looking for feedback from the working group about who is missing from the 

stakeholder list. 

A: Several members contributed potential additions to the list: Cowichan Watershed 

Group, Federal Fisheries, Sahtlam Neighbourhood Group, Cowichan forest serves, Live 

edge, Seasonal cedar 

The working group suggested adding a member from the Cowichan Watershed Board 

to the working group. ELAC will report back on a decision as who the 16 th member of 

the working group will be.  (EL note to group: we will use the list of those that applied 

to fill the remaining seat at the WG)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ELAC 

5.1  Review of online survey   

a ELAC distributed the latest draft of the online survey questions to the working group. 

The questions were developed by ELAC, the DNC and UBC Partnership. The survey will 

be connected though the PlaceSpeak topic, but also available by direct link, to be 

shared on the DNC’s webpage, social media, and a news release. ELAC is looking for 

input from the working group on the survey questions from the working group.  

Survey was originally scheduled to go live on Monday March 16th   

The working group agreed that they need time to review the survey questions and 

asked if the DNC can refrain f rom publishing the survey until they have had a chance 

to provide feedback.  

ELAC and the DNC agreed to delay launching the survey.  

 

b Most of the working group members were concerned about question 8 on the survey 

that asks about possible pilot projects that could be implemented as a part of the 

Interim Management Plan.  

It was suggested that the Interim Plan is the biggest contentious issue in the 

community as it is not well understood and appears to be too restrictive as the survey 
only lists four management options.  
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Others suggested that the community should be asked which pilot projects should be 

included.  

Calling the four pilot projects, ‘options’ was suggested. 

Q: What is different about the Interim Plan compared to the Long-Term Plan?  
 

A: Council decided that forest management would take place while the engagement 

on the Long-Term Forest management is being developed. Council asked staff to 
work with UBC Partnership to recommend forest management options for 

consideration as part of an interim plan. The Interim Plan is planned to be 

implemented from Sept. 2020 and ends December 2021. 

Consensus was reached that questions about the Interim Plan should be taken off the 

f irst survey.  

c There was a discussion about the need to keep the survey high level to gauge what the 

community values most about the Municipal Forest Reserve.  

Survey is one just one point of input - gets the conversation started. 

Many of the members agreed that there needs to be more information about the 

Municipal Forest Reserve in the preamble to the survey. Greater knowledge of forest 

ecosystems and geography needed in the community.  

Some felt it was necessary to define where the Municipal Forest Reserve areas are on 

survey. Including maps that label the mountains.  

 

d The working group requested that a portion of the next meeting be dedicated to 

orientation and education on the Municipal Forest Reserve and past harvesting 

practices.  

The working group would appreciate a presentation from the DNC’s forestry group on 

current management practices. They are also supportive of having UBC partnership at 
a future meeting to discuss their process.  

 

 

 

DNC 

e Q: Should we ask about harvesting at this level to get a pulse check from community?  

Responses: Financial piece needed in question about forest value.  

EL noted that this survey is to get initial data, and next survey will be more detailed.  

Some felt that the survey should include a question about the extent of logging. Should 

it be expanded or reduced. 

Aside from the consensus that the question about the Interim Plan should be dropped 

from this survey it was generally agreed that ELAC will prepare a new survey and 

circulate to the WG members for their input. 

 

 

 

 

 

ELAC 
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6.  Next meeting – Late May/ Early June  

a The working group thinks that it would be advantageous to meet earlier. ELAC to get 

back to the working group with the next meeting date and time.  

ELAC 

7.   Debrief – How did the meeting go, what can we do for next time?  

a Most of the group agreed that the location and time of the meeting worked well for 

them.  

Many of the members expressed excitement and optimism about being on the 

working group and the proposed engagement plan. 

 

b Some Suggestions for improvement include:  

• Keeping the meeting tighter (sticking to the agenda, not running over time) 

• more education at next meeting 

• no bottled waters, local coffee 

• tables arranged in a U – shape  

• encourage people to speak up as the acoustics in the room were challenging 

 

8.  As the WG had agreed previously in the meeting, the issue of whether WG meetings 

should be open or closed was brought forward again by ELAC.  

With the benefit of the first meeting “under their belts” members again engaged in a 

discussion of the pros and cons of meeting in private or public.  

The idea of recording the meetings seemed to have general support  

The group decided to keep the meetings private for now and revisit the issue after a 

few meetings. Meeting adjourned at 8:25PM 

 

 

Notes by: RA (LEES+Associates)   Distribution: by email 

 

 


